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20 years on, #BushVGore is back in our discourse - an election stolen by mobs at

the polling places, a media blitz, and a Supreme Court at its most antidemocratic

and antimajoritarian.
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We remember this as an election that the plutes stole, but it's also an election that the Dems gave to them. That's why we're

talk about it now. There will be an attempt to steal next month's election. Will we surrender again?
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The last surrender led to a war being fought today by the children of the soldiers who were sent into battle on day one. It led

to climate inaction, monopolistic concentration, erosions to our right to vote and to our right to protest.
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Thanks to that surrender, voter suppression was expanded and reinforced, leading to the election of a fumbling liar who got

to appoint more SCOTUS judges in 3.5 years than all Democratic presidents did in the previous quarter century.

https://t.co/nMWagAhO29
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If Amy Barrett is confirmed, Donald Trump alone will have appointed the same number of SCOTUS judges in

3-and-a-half years as Democratic presidents have appointed in the last 26 years.

So please -- stop being afraid to talk about court expansion. https://t.co/dZU97YhFWg

— David Sirota (@davidsirota) October 13, 2020

You may be wondering how the Dems surrendered in 2020. For a detailed account of what surrender looks like, read

@rsgexp's @jacobin memoir of her time as an @AFLCIO organizer sent to Florida during the recount.

https://t.co/NDMbH30hlv
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Read how the cowardly, decorum-obsessed Dems ordered them to stand down, to hold disheartening, low-energy

candlelight vigils instead of raucous street protests, how they abandoned Floridians whose votes had been stolen.
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Read how the AFL-CIO leadership turned its back on Jesse Jackson and the racialized people of Florida who bore the brunt

of consequences for disenfranchisement.
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How they vetoed plans to have "literally millions of really angry people...chasing Katherine Harris, Florida’s secretary of state

and the Bush campaign’s hatchet woman, all over the state."
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How they focused their ground game on collecting affidavits for the rotten, useless, cheating Supreme Court to wipe their

asses with, while racist gangs intimidated recount watchers and election officials.
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How, even as those recounts were generating clear wins for Gore, the Dems kept ordering their organizers to stand down, to

avoid confrontation, and then, finally, when it was clear the election would be stolen, THEN they called for mass

marches...too late.
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Read McAlevey's short memoir. Familiarize yourself with it. Learn its lessons. When the planet-destroying, looting, eminently

guillotinable plutes and their brownshirts try to steal the election next month, REMEMBER those lessons.
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Do not give an inch. Do not rely on proceduralism and decorum. Do not concede. Do not let the Democrats concede. Fight

to the end.
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